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Helping!parents!give!children!the!chance!to!grow,!learn!and!achieve!full!potential!
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What Happens Early Matters
Research is converging on a single, fundamental conclusion: early childhood matters,
enormously.1 Early experiences and interactions with adults mold the developing
brain, for better or worse. Children’s health and development is key to creating a
healthy productive 21st century population and workforce.

Screening Helps to Identify Issues Early

Children’s capacities develop at different times. Periodic screening to identify
developmental concerns and capacities (like communication and motor skills), and
efforts to ensure families have access to responsive services, help parents set
children on a positive early growth and learning path.
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Developmental screening measures how a young child learns, communicates, moves,
behaves and relates to others at key times in a child’s development.
The American Academy of Pediatrics’ Bright Futures Preventive Health Protocol2
recommends regular screening, using a standardized tool, for all children at 9, 18 and
24-30 months and anytime parents have concerns. Autism screening is recommended
at 18 and 24 months.
Yet only 35% of children get even one screening from 12 months to five years of age. 3

“When Madison was
diagnosed at 16 months, her
communication skills were at
the level of a 6 month old.
Our physician recommended
she begin receiving special
education at Kindering
Center. Now she is
communicating at an above
average level!"
~A relieved parent
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Addressing Developmental Issues Early Can Change a Child’s Life Trajectory
!
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Check that development is on track. Address parent questions.
Connect to services proven to enhance development (i.e.,
home visiting, high quality child care/preschool).
preschool
Connect to Early Intervention for evaluation,
services & therapies.
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Each%child%has%
the%chance%to%
reach%full%
potential.%
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Early Screening and Responsive Services Benefit Children and Save Money
!
!
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Poverty, Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE’s), and social bias increase the risk for developmental delays.4
Research shows that children of color are diagnosed later and so begin receiving early intervention services later.
There are effective treatments. For example, one research study found that only 5% of language-delayed infants
who received treatment show signs of delay compared to 85% of the children who received no treatment.5
30%6 of children served in our state’s Early Intervention program do not go on to qualify for special education
services at age three. At the average special education cost of $9,1437 per child this results in an estimated
savings of $30,619,9078 per year for these 3,3499 children.

*The group of organizations and individuals convened by the Department of Health as the Universal Developmental Screening (UDS)
Partnership has joined with Help Me Grow Washington to create a stronger unified initiative. WithinReach, a key partner and the
national Help Me Grow initiative affiliate, serves as the statewide access point. !
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We Are Missing a Big Opportunity
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266,433!!

Many%children%of%color%
are%diagnosed%almost%
a%year%later%than%white%
children%and%they%
receive%fewer%specialty%
G
services% !
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The'more'adverse'experiences,'
!
such'as'the'burden'of'family'
economic'hardship'and'social'
bias'a'child'has,'the'greater'the'
likelihood'of'developmental'
delays'and'later'health'
E
problems.”' '
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We Are Taking Action
Helping Children Learn, Grow and Achieve - The Partnership works to reach families in a variety of ways. We
support pediatric primary care providers as the best place to complete and interpret a developmental screen and provide
family-centered, comprehensive and coordinated care. However, only 35% of Washington children currently receive even
one screening.
Reaching All Children - To ensure that we reach all children and identify developmental challenges early, community
partners like early care and education providers, child care providers, schools and home visitors provide valuable help.
They screen children who are being missed and connect them with a medical home for follow-up, further evaluation, and
referral to responsive services. These screens also help parents and providers adjust their interactions and activities to
promote optimal health and development of children at risk, even if no further medical follow-up is necessary.
Advancing Common Priorities - Initiatives such as Essentials for Childhood and Frontiers of Innovation are
highlighting the importance of providing early support to set children on positive health and learning trajectories. As an
important strategy, early learning, health and education leaders are advancing developmental screening and responsive
services in the:
! Washington State Early Learning Plan;
! Washington State Birth to 3 Plan
! Department of Early Learning Strategic Plan;
! Department of Health Strategic Plan; and,
! American Academy of Pediatrics’ Bright Futures Protocol.

Get Involved
•
•
•

Join an action team where your skills and passion can be tapped.
Sign up to receive the Universal Developmental Screening E-Update by emailing the contact below.
Educate, advocate, and spread the word!

For more information or citat ions used to develop this document, contact Rebecca Timmen at the
Department
of Health 360.236.3509 or Rebecca.Timmen@doh.wa.gov.
!
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